The DSP-10: An All-Mode 2-Meter Transceiver Using a DSP IF and PC-Controlled Front Panel

Part 3—This is it! It’s about time to put your new transceiver on the air!

Before you press that mike button or key, you should become familiar with the operation of your new transceiver and what you can expect from it. I’ll cover that this month along with some ideas I have about future expansion.

Operation

By simply attaching an antenna, speaker and microphone to the transceiver, you can operate 2-meter QRP. First, connect the transceiver’s DB9 connector to a PC serial port you’ve chosen, then apply power to the transceiver and PC. Programs load first into the DSP, then into the PC. The default PC configuration screen (see Figure 13) is that of a 2-meter transceiver with a large frequency display and a help summary. For weak-signal work, an alternate display (see Figure 14) is available.

The frequency to which the transceiver is tuned is displayed on the PC’s screen and changed by using the F9 (down) and F10 (up) keys. Used alone, these two keys tune the transceiver in 10-Hz steps. For faster tuning, press and hold the keyboard’s SHIFT key in combination with the F9 or F10 key to tune in 100-Hz steps. Other modifier keys allow tuning in steps ranging from 1 Hz to 1 MHz. You’ll likely find that using a PC keyboard to tune a radio takes some getting used to. That’s because most of us are accustomed to turning a knob. But the simplicity of being able to go “up 20 kHz” in two keystrokes is great!

Function keys F7 and F8, respectively, increase and decrease the audio gain in 2-dB steps. Pressing the SHIFT key modi-
Press the PC’s 6-dB steps. Mode selection—USB, LSB, CW, or FM—is controlled by the Alt-M or Alt-m keypresses. Various other keys are used to control receiver functions such as RIT, CW filters and LMS denoise gain.

Signal strength is displayed in dBm (decibels relative to a milliwatt). When a transverter is used ahead of this transceiver, this readout is corrected for the transverter’s gain. A bar graph above the signal-level display acts as an S meter with 6-dB steps. Mode selection—USB, LSB, CW, or FM—is controlled by the PC’s software, produces logic-level output. A relay sequencer, controlled by the PC’s software, produces logic-level outputs for antenna-relay and power-amplifier control. For our simple example, we do not need this feature because we are not using an external amplifier. An on-screen display shows output power when operating SSB and deviation when using FM. You’ll find that operating SSB or FM with this transceiver is quite similar to using a conventional multimode transceiver.

For CW operation, you have several keying options. A key jack mounted on the enclosure accepts a hand key. Alternatively, the PC keyboard’s right-hand Alt key can function as a hand key. Finally, you can use the computer keyboard as a CW generator. Alphanumeric keys enter information into a buffer that is sent when in the transmit mode. During receive or transmit, data can be entered into the buffer. The buffer data is shown in a three-line display at the top of the screen. Prosigns such as AR and SK are sent by pressing the appropriate keys in combination with the Alt key. By enclosing a sequence of characters between pound signs (#), that character sequence can be sent repeatedly. As soon as the pound sign is encountered, the character sequence is repeated continuously until canceled by pressing the @ key. Pressing the Home key switches the DSP-10 to transmit and starts the CW transmission. The next Home keypress toggles back to receive. CW speed is changed by using the Alt-F7 (increase speed) and Alt-F8 (decrease speed) keys.

When operating CW, the spectral display offers tuning information that is not otherwise available. One display line shows the current CW offset. A marker on the display identifies the frequency of the strongest signal in the passband; this can be used to set the operating frequency. The spectral display shows the entire audio filter that might be in use. In the voice modes (FM and SSB), the spectral display offers little new information except, perhaps, when on FM where repeater tone signals are easy to observe and identify.

One design goal of this transceiver was to remove operating-frequency ambiguities as much as possible. The CW mode is one area where this often can present problems. During transmit, the displayed frequency is the actual transmitted frequency. In receive, the displayed frequency is that required to produce an audio pitch equal to the CW offset. The CW offset is normally set to the center frequency of the audio filter, if one is used, but it can be set to any value. If RIT is in use, the transmit and receive frequencies can be separate, but the receive-frequency display will reflect this change. The sidetone sent to the speaker when the key is down is the same frequency as that of the CW offset.

If you want to use a transverter for, say, 1296 MHz, with the transceiver, there is provision to correct the display to show the actual transmitted frequency. The conversion frequency and other transverter information are obtained from a configuration file.

Band changing is accomplished from the keyboard using the Ctrl-Alt modifier. The key used is then the same as the letter or number used in the ARRL VHF-Contest band designators. For instance, 1296 MHz would be displayed if Ctrl-Alt E is pressed. This band changing is treated in the way usually referred to as a “VFO,” meaning that if you switch to another band and then return to 1296, the transceiver is returned to the last 1296-MHz frequency used. If the transceiver is turned off, it is returned to the last frequency used when turned on again.

Presently there are no memories in the sense of fixed-frequency values. There are, however—in addition to the transverter bands—six VFOs dedicated to 2 meters that can include a mix of modes. A number of seldom-used controls, such as the CW Offset discussed earlier, require use of the Scroll Lock key. This serves as an element of protection against inadvertent control changes. Another example is program termination: That requires simultaneous keypresses of Scr1 Lock Alt-F4.

To store the state of the transceiver at shutdown, the PC uses a configuration file (UHFA.CFG). This same file can be used to alter the transceiver’s operational parameters. For instance, the calibration constant for the Signal Level display comes from this file. In order to have a known starting point, it is best to start with no configuration file. At shutdown, the program will write a file

Figure 13—The default PC-configuration screen is that of a 2-meter transceiver with a large frequency display and a help summary.

Figure 14—for weak-signal work, you can use the alternate PC-configuration screen shown here.
that contains the default parameters. Eventually you’ll find it necessary to add more parameters such as transverter gains and conversion-oscillator frequencies, but not initially.

The PC’s program will not run in a DOS window under Windows 95/98. This may be somewhat annoying for those whose computers always boot up running Windows. You must then quit Windows and elect to reboot to DOS. This situation affects only casual users of this program, because those running the transceiver-control program on a regular basis will not have loaded Windows.

**Weak-Signal Displays**

One of the driving forces behind this project was a desire to produce a good weak-signal transceiver for UHF and microwave frequencies. Spectral displays useful for such purposes are included as operator-controlled options. As shown in Figure 14, a waterfall display is available. The way in which the spectrum display is sliced into colors is fully controllable. Also variable is the amount of averaging before the display is updated. To allow off-line experiments with the weak-signal processing, the spectral data can be recorded in a file as it is gathered and saved to disk.

**Performance**

The obvious question regarding this transceiver is: “How well does it work?” For use as an IF for a UHF/microwave transverter, it is quite satisfactory. At my station, the transceiver has worked well as a 2-meter radio. However, my location is not subject to many strong local signals. As we’ll see, the dynamic range of the receiver is probably the weakest point of this design. Early on, I realized that providing state-of-the-art dynamic range would add considerably to hardware complexity. This radio’s design is intended to minimize hardware complexity wherever possible.

Now to the numbers. Table 2 shows the transceiver’s measured performance. The receiver sensitivity is adequate for most general work; any transverter used ahead of the DSP-10 will dominate the overall noise figure. Gain added ahead of the transceiver is detrimental to dynamic range. If the transverter gain is more than 10 or 15 dB, reduce the RF gain of the DSP-10.

The input third-order intercept point is an issue when more than one strong signal is present in the passband. Two 500-µV signals will produce an intermodulation product of about 0.3 µV. This level of interference would certainly be a problem. However, most 2-meter operators do not encounter such signal levels. The image and IF rejections are very high, eliminating “birdie” problems.

Transmitter spurious outputs are better than current FCC requirements for a transceiver of this power level. If an amplifier is used with the transceiver, the LO signal at 19.665 MHz below the transmitter frequency is probably the one that you should watch for spectral-compliance problems. Presently, that signal level is –69 dB.

Using DSP to generate SSB produces results that are somewhat different from their analog counterparts. It is very easy to suppress the carrier and the opposite sideband. During transmit, however, there is a flat level of noise across the 3-kHz transmit band that is caused by A/D conversion. The total noise power is about 65 dB below peak output, so it should not be a problem on the air.

On CW, the noise level is lower than on SSB and comes from the DAC. This noise occupies roughly 5 to 8 kHz on either side of the transmitted carrier and is limited by the crystal filter.

![Figure 15—Keyed waveform of the transceiver in CW mode.](image)

Figure 15 shows the transceiver’s CW keying waveform. In spite of the rapid rise time of about one millisecond, key clicks are still concentrated within 500 Hz of the carrier frequency. Ripple can be seen on the waveform at both turn-on and turn-off. This rather ideal keying characteristic results from the band-limited keying waveform that amplitude modulates the carrier to produce CW. As you might expect, the on-the-air sound is crisp without audible key clicks.

At a peak output of 20 mW, the transmitted SSB signal third-order intermodulation products are down at least 33 dB. More importantly, the fifth and higher-order product levels drop off rapidly. Keep in mind that as this signal is amplified, it tends to degrade the intermodulation levels relative to the peak output.

**Improvements**

Suppose we wanted to bring the receiver up to “contest grade”—what changes would be needed? Raising the input intercept point to the +10 dBm level would require a new RF board. We would need to add a high-dynamic-range IF amplifier at 19.665 MHz and add associated switching to get it out of the transmit path. This would lower the noise figure at the first mixer so that we could reduce the gain of the RF amplifier. Next, the RF amplifier and first mixer would need beefing up. The first mixer would end up in the +17 dBm LO class, or greater, and the first-conversion oscillator would need a level increase.

At this point, the reciprocal mixing of phase noise from the first-conversion synthesizer would cover the intermodulation products. It is possible to improve the VCO somewhat to lower the phase noise. But, to reduce the noise to our “contest” level, you
would need to raise the present 5-kHz synthesizer reference frequency to perhaps 100 kHz. That would allow a wider loop filter for the synthesizer, which reduces close-in phase noise. This can be made compatible with the 5-kHz step size by one of several techniques, such as using a DDS to set the reference frequency.

Next, you would find that for signals within the crystal-filter passband, the ADC noise limits the dynamic range. The present ADC really has about 12 or 13 bits above the noise level. Around 16 to 18 bits would support the improved performance level. Alternatively, a lesser number of bits running at a higher conversion rate could be used. For SSB and CW, a narrower crystal filter could be used since the fine-tuning could now be done in the fancier synthesizer. FM operation would require a wide crystal filter, of course.

Incorporating all of these changes would significantly add to the transceiver’s complexity, but for many that would be justified by the improved performance. I feel that many (most?) of us can be happy with the present level of receiver performance, realizing that we have made a reasonable set of tradeoffs. There certainly are opportunities for future projects!

**Future Directions**

This transceiver is ready to go for QRP 2-meter operation. For some, this might be the stopping point. But the DSP-10 should be regarded as one building block in a potentially large collection. An obvious add-on is a power amplifier for 2 meters. The transceiver is compatible with many of the single-board transverters described in *QST* over the years. This can extend operation into the UHF and microwave bands. A tuning knob can be interfaced with the PC quite easily, if desired.

One of the best parts of building in software is being able to modify or add in any way imaginable (or at least having that illusion!). The “wish list” for other additions and changes depends on an operator’s particular interest. My personal list is oriented towards weak-signal operation and looks like this:
- Add the ability to measure a frequency standard by stealing an occasional second away from reception time. This measurement would include transverters in the signal path so that the overall frequency accuracy could be 10 Hz or better. Eventually it would be desirable to have the transverters synthesized from the station frequency reference.
- Add some weak-signal modes using multitone frequency-shift keying.
- Add the ability to use custom-designed audio filters with real-time downloading to the DSP. (The DSP program already has this capability.)
- Add a 12-kHz concurrent spectrum display. Wider displays could also be added by briefly stopping the transceiver and sweeping the first-conversion oscillator.

There you have some ideas of what could be done with this project. I encourage experimenters to jump in and start writing programs. In general, changes need be made only to the PC program. The DSP unit is quite general in its commands. For instance, those wanting a Windows 98 interface could develop it in Visual Basic and never need to change the DSP programming at all.
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**Notes**


You can contact Bob Larkin, W7PJA, 2982 NW Acacia Pl, Corvallis, OR 97330; boblark@proaxis.com.

---

**New Products**

**LEAKSEEKER 82B IN-CIRCUIT COMPONENT TESTER**

◊ Locating shorted or leaky components installed on a printed circuit board typically requires the unsoldering and testing of several suspect components—often a time-consuming and tedious process. Electronic Design Specialists offers a piece of test equipment that can help locate the malfunctioning component quickly—without the unnecessary grilling of innocent suspects.

The Leakseeker 82B has the ability to measure variations in resistance as small as 0.001 Ω. Touch the gold-plated probe on any solder pad along the suspicious trace and the unit will calibrate itself to within a 24 mΩ window of the resistance at that point. Move the probe to the next pad and the device will indicate whether you are moving closer to or further from the short, as indicated on an 11-LED distance/direction scale, and will sound an associated higher or lower pitched tone. This initial 24-mΩ window allows you to check about 2 or 3 inches of trace. As you move further along the Leakseeker will automatically recalibrate to a new 24-mΩ window.

The unit tests at a current-limited 8 V, permitting it to power through good diodes to locate defective components beyond. The Leakseeker has an operating range between 0 and 150 Ω that allows identification of leaky components as well.

A three-wire test mode is also included that can help locate high resistance shorts and thermally defective components.

The Leakseeker 82B comes with a special set of gold-plated test clips and probes, a complete manual with a hands-on tutorial, a technical assistance phone line and a 60-day satisfaction or money-back guarantee.

For more information, contact Electronic Design Specialists, Inc, 4647 Appalacian St, Boca Raton, FL 33248; tel/fax 561-487-6103; [info@eds-inc.com](mailto:info@eds-inc.com); [http://www.eds-inc.com](http://www.eds-inc.com).

**MINIATURE “SOX” STRAIGHT KEY**

◊ Morse Express adds another product to their extensive lineup of custom keys and paddles.

The “SOX” key, handmade by Tim Soxman, W3ZVT, measures a mere 1/4 x 1 x 2 inches and weighs just 3 oz. The base and most of the major components are machined brass. A unique “springless” design employs magnets to provide tension.

Adjustments are made using two knurled-head screws with lock rings. Its “knob-over-base” configuration helps prevent the key from tipping forward. An attached cord terminated in a 3.5-mm plug is also included.

Price: $79.95. For more information contact Morse Express, 3140 S Peoria St, Unit K-156, Aurora, CO 80014; tel 800-238-8205; fax 303-745-6792; [info@MorseX.com](mailto:info@MorseX.com); [http://www.MorseX.com](http://www.MorseX.com).

Next New Product